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About This Game

Venture into the realm of a madman to free your beloved from captivity in Brink of Consciousness: Dorian Gray Syndrome
Collector’s Edition, an incredible Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game! As reporter Sam Wilde, you must work quickly to

unravel a bizarre series of disappearances involving young and beautiful people.

Your investigation suddenly becomes personal as the next victim of this psychotic serial killer is Anna, your love! Sam’s every
move is being tracked so he has to be extra careful. Putting his journalistic talents to the test, Sam must find the maniac who has

kidnapped Anna, and stop him before it’s too late. Travel to Goldvale Manor and scour every nook and cranny of the grand
mansion for clues that might lead you to her rescue. Use your instincts and intellect to solve devious puzzles, avoid traps and

defy the lunatic's treacherous scheme.

Will you ever escape his clutches?

The Collector’s Edition includes: 

Gorgeous locations and highly detailed hidden object scenes

Bonus gameplay

Interview with the developers

Concept art
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Title: Brink of Consciousness: Dorian Gray Syndrome Collector's Edition
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
MagicIndie
Publisher:
Plug In Digital
Release Date: 1 Jul, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,German,Czech,Dutch,Japanese,Russian,Polish
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This game is tilting af, but it's so amazing, when you finally finish a level! I can highly recommend it to everyone who loves
speedrunners. You will be astonished by the flaire of this game!. Nice game and cool ending. Already wondering if there will be
a sequel.... If you like QTE's, this is for you. That is all this appears to be. Having played 14 minutes and got on the 3rd foe, I
could not recommend this.. A solid DLC that broadens the original play experience and extends the games replayability.
Wouldn't go back to vanilla.. Sad, only 1 paintjob is avaible for all trucks. They got the feel of Shadowrun spot on in my
opinion, but I do miss not rolling buckets of d6s whenever I play.. Nice benchmark. I love the 3 runs for the sake of accuracy..
A fun little mystery dating game to spend a couple hours. Getting all the achievements is pretty easy, and the writing is decent
without huge typos or translation errors as well.
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Great game! love it.. 5/5. The first game to really make me forget I was in my room. Stable and fun games. Even without them
the atmosphere is great.. Okay, how the hell did this slip past my radar.

For everyone wondering what happened to the old point-and-click adventure games, here's your answer.

This has so far given me very strong vibes of Shadows Over Innsmouth, which makes me love the game even more. Some of the
puzzles aren't overly difficult, but then again, for a genre where you have to knock the moustache off the Washington
monument with a \/broom\/, not the \/bamboo stick\/, because that's for the giant panda three levels from now...

Still, don't let the 'hidden object game' fool you; this is little like the old I Spy games from yesteryear. This is a proper point-and-
click adventure game geared towards a more grown up audience, with intriguing plot, interesting puzzles, and a couple nice
bonus achievements for the eagle-eyed completionists out there. Hell, it opens with a kraken crushing a ship as a sailor watches
in terror.

If you've been missing point-and-click adventure games, now's your chance to find them again.. is it even possible to beat this
game because the most i have gotten is 150,000 then nonstop riots till i die. One of the best COG games I've had the pleasure to
play this year. The replayability value is pretty high, too, as different choices end up producing a meaningfully different
character arc for your thief-taker. The use of period slang is a very nice touch and well-executed! Definitely recommended,
especially if you enjoy COG's other output.. Really nice game. Love it.. This game is awesome! I've put so many hours into it
and i keep coming back for more.. This game is Amazing and has loads of potential so I wrote a few Pros and Cons:
Pros:
Cheap
Time Killer
Beautiful
eZ Controls

Cons:
Why are you looking here? This game is Amazing.. The first two games were pure PnC adventuregames, perfect for enjoying
on a laptop. The third one was specialiced for consoles, certainly an unpopular move among the fans, but still very enjoyable
with proper equipment. So what do you do next? Well, obviously you befuddle the control interface in a way that makes it
absolutely unplayable on a console, and trash the gameplay so it is horrible on the laptop as well.

Graphics are also poor, much worse than the predecessors. Fortunately the story, writing and voiceacting is still stellar, but it is
very hard to enjoy a game while gritting your teeth over the gameplay.
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